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Abstract 
International electricity trade disputes can arise at three key levels: state to state; investor to state; private party to 
private party. Parties may be more open to submission of their disputes to international arbitration. However, they 
should make proper arbitration options according to the types of disputes. At the same time, considering the risks 
facing dispute resolution, it is imperative to specifically design effective tools to mitigate these risks. 
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1. Introduction 
Strategic cooperation among countries in the energy sector can provide tremendous opportunities for 
their economic and technological improvement. As one form of energy integration, international 
electricity trade based on interconnection of electricity g rids can provide vast potential of common 
benefits of a secure and efficient electricity supply for economies [1]. However, as it is generally known, 
electric ity is a special good distinct from common goods and electricity sector has a highly technical, 
capital-intensive and complicated composition in  its nature. Thus, electricity trade is also different from 
general merchandise trade [2]. Accordingly, the international electricity trade dispute resolution has its 
particularity. A key concern of participants is the extent to which disputes are  likely to be efficiently  
resolved. 
This paper discusses the types of disputes, the options for resolving these disputes  and dispute 
resolution risk mitigation. 
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2. Types of Disputes in International Electricity Trade 
As a result of the different ru les that govern international electricity trade, disputes can arise at three 
key levels and these will need to be accommodated within the dispute resolution mechanisms: state to 
state; investor to state; private party to private party. 
2.1. State-to-State Disputes 
The first category concerns disputes between states. This may  arise over the interpretation or  
application of general bilateral or multilateral treaty obligations or obligations under customary  
international law (e.g., concerning principles of expropriat ion, state responsibility), as well as  under 
project-specific Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs). These disputes are governed by principles of 
public international law. They raise complex issues of sovereign immunity and attribution, and resolution 
of such disputes can be long and cumbersome. States are generally reluctant to take up the cause of an 
individual investor of their nationality. 
2.2. Investor- to-State Disputes 
In relation to investor-to-state disputes, two subcategories of dispute arise: 
x Disputes where there is a contract-based relationship (sometimes the qualification of a license as a 
contract can pose problems). Such contracts are generally not with the state but with one of its 
instrumentalities, state enterprises, or subnational governments. 
x Disputes where there is no direct prior relationship between state and investor (e.g., in form of project 
agreement, license or other host-government agreement). The government interferes instead in the 
project by exercising its regulatory, administrative, or permitting powers. 
In the first category, the dispute concerns  issues of domestic laws (either of the host country or, if 
different, the governing law of the contract). In relat ion to the second kind of d ispute, traditionally the 
rights of private investors  (including an state-owned enterprise (SOE) of another country) are limited to 
an action against the government in the domestic courts of the host government, under private laws of the 
host state (for example, on the basis that the host government has  breached some domestic investment 
promotion or other law, has acted ultra-vires, etc.). 
However, where, under a relevant intergovernmental agreement or in domestic legislation, the state has 
bestowed rights directly on the national of another state and given its consent to submit such dispute to a 
dispute resolution mechanis m (diagonal rights), the investor will be entit led to bring a claim direct ly 
against the state under public international law. In this case, the relevant dispute concerns  not any contract 
the investor has with the state instrumentality but the host government’s treaty  obligations. There is 
generally no requirement in this case to exhaust domestic remedies, whether under the contract or 
domestic law provisions, even where such remedies are stated to be exhaustive. The establishment of such 
rights is an important aspect of creating a favorable  investment climate. However, the exercise of such 
rights is not straightforward. Complex issues of state responsibility and attribution come into play—for 
example, whether the actions of a SOE, or other governmental entity can be attributed to the state. 
2.3. Private Party-to-Private Party Disputes 
In addition to relations between private companies or indiv iduals, this category would include disputes 
with o r between SOEs  acting in a commercial manner (not performing a  government function). This may 
include contracts between various SOEs act ing as market agents in a cross-border electricity pro ject or 
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trade. In the absence of a mult ilateral framework establishing a required dispute resolution mechanism for 
such transactions, the mechanism for resolution of such disputes will be provided for in the contract. 
3. International Arbitration for International Electricity Trade Disputes 
An essential element of promoting international trade and cooperation in electricity is the development 
of neutral, effective, and binding dispute resolution mechanisms. An effective d ispute resolution 
mechanis m is part icularly  important in the case of cross -border trade, g iven the increased complexit ies 
involved, and mult iple legal jurisdictions of relevance. However, the mult iple layers of ru les add to the 
difficulty of developing effect ive mechanisms. In choosing the dispute resolution arrangements, various 
elements need to be agreed: 
x The governing law of the subject matter of the dispute (this will depend on whether the dispute is an 
investment treaty dispute or a dispute under a private contract). 
x The forum (courts, arbitration, a specialist tribunal). 
x The seat of the arbitration. 
Disputes between states will typically be resolved through diplomatic channels (International Financial 
Institutions may also play a role as arbiters in d isputes such as  those regarding international trade), but 
failing this, may either be resolved under international arbitrat ion or by an international court. The 
principal option in the case of disputes based on private commercial contracts or administrative law is 
between judicial (court) proceedings and arbitration (domestic or international). In the case of an 
agreement between  an investor and a state instrumentality (such as  a concession or license), the ability to 
choose international dispute resolution mechanis ms may be limited. Certain legal systems provide that the 
settlement of disputes arising out of agreements related to the provision of public services is a matter of 
exclusive competence of domestic judiciary or administrative courts. Even where this is not the case, 
contracting authorities  will be reluctant to submit to nondomestic court processes for dispute resolution, at 
least in relation to contracts concerning investments  within the borders of the host country. 
In cross-border contracts, by contrast, parties may be more open to submission of the contracts to 
arbitration, particularly  international arb itration. International arbitration  is typically on ly available where 
a dispute involves two or more part ies from different states (or otherwise involves foreign elements) and 
is decided in a final and binding manner, by private tribunals, rather than litigated in national courts.  
3.1. International Arbitration Options 
The principal options for international arbitrat ion are between ad hoc arbitration and institutional 
arbitration. In the case of ad hoc arbitration, the parties specify in the agreement all aspects of arbitration: 
x Applicable law. 
x Rules under which arbitration will be carried out (The rules of an existing arbitration institution may 
be used without submitting to administration by that institution). 
x Method for selecting arbitrator. 
x Language. 
x Place of arbitration. 
x Issues subject to arbitration. 
In the case of institutional arbitration, the parties specify in the agreement an arbitration institution to 
administer the arb itration from time  of demand for arbit ration through award. The principal institutions 
include the following: 
x The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Court of Arbitration. 
x International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). 
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x American Arbitration Association (AAA). 
x The Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (AISCC). 
x The London Court of International Arbitration. 
However, institutional arbitration may also be through specialist tribunals established to deal with the 
specific types of d isputes. For example,  the designation of the Regional Electric Interconnection 
Commission (CRIE) as the international dispute resolution tribunal for specific types of disputes  arising 
under the MER market in Central American electricity trade [3].  
In either case, the parties must select ru les  to be applied. Unless an arbit ral institution is  selected to 
administer the arb itration under its  ru les, parties must develop their own ru les or select  rules of a specific 
arbitral institution, such as these: 
x Arbitration Rules of the United Nations  Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) (1976), 
which are widely accepted, off the shelf rules designed to be used in ad hoc arbitrations; they are not 
related to an arbitral institution. 
x Rules of the ICSID. These rules cover only state/investor disputes. 
x Rules of other relevant institutions, such as the ICC, the AISCC. 
Some institutions may administer arbitrat ion according to their own rules or the rules of another 
institution (ICC will only administer according to its own rules). 
3.2. Submission to Arbitration 
A key factor to bear in mind is that jurisdiction in  international arbitrat ion is based exclusively on 
consent of parties (unlike personal and subject matter jurisdiction required in  courts). In order for an 
investor to be able to take disputes with a state (whether under a contract or under public international law 
or treaty obligations), the state must consent to submit such disputes to arbitration. Th is is relatively 
straightforward in  terms of obligations under a specific contract. The significant element of multilateral 
investment treaties such as the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) is that these treaties contain express  consents 
by each state to the submission of disputes to international arbitration in the event  that an investor in an 
energy project chooses  this course. This submission covers disputes in relation to the obligations of the 
state under the treaty, regardless of whether these obligations  are also reflected in a contract between the 
investor and the state. In the case of the ECT, the investor, if it chooses the path of international 
arbitration, may select from one of three dispute resolution mechanisms: 
x The ICSID (if both the home state of the investor and the host state are parties to the ICSID 
Convention) or to the ICSID Additional Facility Rules for the Administration of Proceedings by the 
Centre. 
x A sole arbitrator or an ad hoc arbitration tribunal established under the UNCITRAL Arbitration rules. 
x TheAISCC. 
4. Dispute Resolution Risk mitigation of International Electricity Trade 
As stated before, the parties  prefer international arbitration to resolve disputes. However, a number of 
recent cases have illustrated some limits to arbitration [4]. In each of these cases, the project documents 
provided for resolution of disputes by mandatory arbitration. Notwithstanding this, in each case courts in 
the host country either enjoined the international arb itration proceedings or assumed jurisdiction over 
disputes. Where the project documents specify local law to be the governing law of the contracts, the risk 
that changes in local law will flow through onto the project structure is greater. It  should be noted that 
even where a neutral third country is chosen as the seat of arbitration, the effectiveness of an arbitration 
award may be impacted by local courts, through the power to review and annul awards on certain limited 
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grounds (under the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral 
Awards). So it is imperative to specifically design effective tools to mitigate above risks (see Table 1). 
Table 1. Dispute resolution risk mitigation matrix 
Risk type Potential Mitigation Mitigation Agent 
Limits to resolution Strengthen regulatory regime, 
independence of judiciary 
Host government 
Changes in local laws Arbitration in neutral third-country Use 
third-country law as substantive law of 
contract and to govern arbitral proceedings 
Host government and 
contracting parties 
Local court review Use ICSID arbitration Host government and 
contracting parties 
5. Conclusions  
In international electricity trade, disputes in projects involving private-sector participants may arise 
between states, between states and private parties, or solely between private parties. A key concern of 
parties is the extent to which disputes can be efficiently and fairly resolved. Owing to the advantages of 
arbitration, parties will tend to prefer international arbit ration to resolve d isputes. However, parties, when 
choosing arbitration, should make proper options according to the types of disputes . At the same time, it 
is imperative to specifically design effective tools to mitigate dispute resolution risks 
It should be noted thatˈin a sense, dispute avoidance is more important than dispute resolution. 
Dispute avoidance largely depends on a comprehensive framework of institutional arrangements, 
regulation and legal systems. Therefore, in order to increase the predictability of commercial outcome, 
avoid and reduce disputes, countries should make joint efforts to design a set of rules, regulations, laws, 
institutions, including dispute resolution in due course. 
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